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Advisor difficulties make foreign
students feel unwanted
by Richard Plowden
A segment of Grand Valley’s
growing International Student popula
tion has expressed concern over the
direction that the International Stu
dent’s Office has taken.
The international students question
the experience of a student worker
hired in a part-time capacity to work
in the International Student’s Office.
Shirl Timmer who will work along
with Stella Alliende, a foreign student,
is filling part of the duties that were
carried out by Lisa DuBois, former
Foreign Student Advisor Timmer who
was hired by John Gracki, assistant
vice president for Academic Affairs, is
the sister of Gracki's former secre
tary.
"She (Timmer) should not be
there," said Peter Bagunywa, a student
from Uganda. “There were four
people who were better qualified.
They had been working with Lisa
when she was in the office.
Ytrichi Tagaki, a student from
Ja p an a u u c u ,

B lizza rd blues!
GETTING BACK TO BASICS. A nice stroll on the Little Mac Bridge on a clear wintery day is a quick remedy from the pressures of school. But with yes
terday's constant flurries and cancelled night classes, students may have nothing better to do but stroll along the bridge Iphoto by Nancy Dougherty).
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administrators) future plans are not
clear.”
In commenting about the situation
John Gracki, Assistant vice president
for Academic Affairs said, “We hired
two students to assist with advising.
She (Timmer) has worked with foreign
students in the past,"
"If I had known that other students
were available, I would have gotten
someone in there faster,” Gracki
added.

Dean of Students Linda Johnson
sees a way to alleviate the problems.
"I told them that the Student Affairs
Council had formed a committee
to identify what areas and units need
to be served.” Johnson added, "We
(the committee which consisted of
faculty and students) can never replace
Charles McMillan (former Director of
Minority Affairs) and Lisa DuBois.
However we will service the people
that Charles McMillan and Lisa DuBois
served. That is what their office is for:
To help identify what the problems
are and solutions to those problems,”
said Johnson. "They should give
her (Timmer) a chance,” she added.
At this time the international
students are suffering a variety of diff
iculties. The president of their organ
ization, the Voice of International
Students, has transferred; their treas
urer is currently not in school and is
planning to leave the area, and the stu
dent’s big affair of the year, the Inter
nationa Student’s Festival, may not
take place because of financial difficul
ties. As a result the students feel
alienated.
“ If they don’t want us here let
them say so,” said Bagunywa. "we
don’t want to hear about any transi
tionary periods,” he commented. “We
arc full time students who pay out of
state tuition and this is corruption.”
Bagunywa added that the students
had approached President Arend
Lubbers and he seemed responsive to
their concerns. “The problem is that
President Lubbers does not know what
is going on below him,” he said.

Cross winds yearbook staffsuffers first year growing pains
by Darlene Johnson
It was a well-handled project in its earliest
stages: a small group of students united as the
GVSC Yearbook Tack Force, decided to revive
the school’s forgotten annual after its absence
of nearly a decade.
A survey was conducted, and an equal degree of enthusiasm was seemingly expressed by
S c student body. With a volunteer staff of 25,
the newly-named Crosswinds staff began their
debut year with promising projections and a
financial guarantee from the Student Senate.
Yet less than a year later, only four
members remain after numerous resignations
and firings, many o.' which included much of
u
si c,sff Deadline* have been deE L Z L
K
7ouZ
Just as quickly as things were organized,
things have seemingly fallen apart; but why?
“There was a definite conflict of personal-

Uff Hubbard
Huhhard and
and Diane
Diane Driscoll.”
Driscoll.” never
never justified
justified herself
herself to
toiwyone;
somebody just
just
ities between Jeff
anyone; somebody
explained co-photographer Mike Huler. Huler, wouldn’t show up for a meeting or something,
who has worked with the Crosswinds staff since and you asked where they were she told you
last April, candidly discussed the in-house dis- they had been fired. That’s the way it went,
agreements and problems between the co- says Larry See, Crosswinds (,o-p otograp er.
editors and the staff.
Later in the semester, Dnsco.l announced
According to Huler, an alleged "power that she would be transfernng to Michigan
struggle” between the co-editors and former State University at the end of December. ReChief Photographer, Tim Ruggles actually turning th.s semester, the staff also
weakened the staff’s numerical potential and that senior Hubbard would also not finish out
productivity. "Jeff and Tim really didn t agree the year because o a ac o time
with the way things were being run, but Diane
Former “SI"CSS n’ana8er °
.
, •
was really a dominating power. . . she’d had a now assumed the duties of Eduor-in-Ch
in
few fights with different people who eventually addition to his other duties.
It was just a
quit or just stopped showing up,” he said.
matter of who got there firtt. - he just took
Ruggles was among the first to submit his over and no one questioned it. s i
.
formal resignation this fall due to ‘lack of
However,
o
r“ *g™t‘° n
"
To
time”, followed by Lynda Scott, Driscoll’s unanswered questions for the minute crew. To
roommate, and Layout Editor, Lor. Bergy.
date, all legal contracts with Taylor Publishing
Many of the staffers, such as photographer, and Yearbook Associates, who were contracted
Me.odee Luyk, were apparently involuntarily for senior portraits, remain un er the author.zarelieved of their duties. Driscoll was allegedly non of Hubbard and/or Dnsco 1
noted for “firing people she didn't like. She
“ Dlane and Jeff were the only peop e ----

knew
knew what
what was
was going
going on,
on, and
and it
it was
was mostly
mostly
Diane. There are a lot of things that we don’t
understand or know about,” See said.
Driscoll left no forwarding address, and a
failed attempt to locate her at MSU found that
there was no record of her registration, “not
even an application on file. They don’t know
who or where she is, and we don’t either,” he
added.
There is also confusion as to the current
financial status of the operations.
While
Krapp sucessfully lobbied for an additional
$500 dollars in support from Monday’s Senate
to help “balance the costs,” an undisclosed
source suggested that there is in actuality an
"overflow of cash.”
Despite the unexpectedly low sale of books,
the advertising target of $1200 was missed by
only $50, and according :o See, there is “at
least $2000 in funds from Yearbook Associates
that is unnaccounted for, and another $35 from
the sale of a camera to the Lanthorn.” Krapp
was unavailibie for comment on the matter.

“We’ve also had some problems with dark
"We”
room supplies,” Mike Huler added. Pharos ire
needed for 24 pages of sports, faculty, and
campus activities which could not be covered
by Crosswinds photographers because of bad
developing chemicals. “ Hopefully, we can use
the Lanthorn’s backfiles. .
In lieu of all its problems, is the yearbook
destined for obscurity once again?
“Our original ladder was for 288 paper
pages. We’ve gone down to 128, and that’s if
we’re lucky,” See said.
The printing of a spring suppliment has been
deemed impossible, but Grand Valley should
see a regular book around the first of May if the
staff meets it’s final deadline the latter part of
this month.
Despite the accusations of poor manage
ment, Krapp attributes much of their problems
to the fact that "we just don’t have the staff.
It’s up to the students now whether there 11 be
a yearbook next year.”

Internships granted

For im proved services

Student leaders propose new fee
by John Shupe
Grand Valley students may soon
be paying another fee under a proposal
being developed by Student Senate
President Lenore Knox and VicePresident Theresa Ereon.
The proposal calls for a refundable
$15 "Student Activities Fee”, of
which $10 would be earmarked
for Student Senate programs, $5
would go to the Lanthorn.
The fee would be in addition to the
$15 General Service Fee currently
charged each student at registration.
According to President Knox, the
proposed fee would be “student
accountable.” “It is going to provide
a wide variety of programs and
services, and promote greater aware
ness of where student money is being
used,” Knox said.
Knox explained that all the funds
collected in the fee program would
be used specifically for student organ
izations and events.
“Hopefully
the events will be at a reduced rate
or free.” she said. “ 1 think it should
be stressed that the fee will lower
Some of the benefits envisioned
by Knox would be. Student Senate
sponsored
movies
and
dances,
increased funds to student organizatindependence from the

and, possibly, emergency short-term
loans to students.
The Lanthorn will also benefit
from the Students activities Fee.
At present. The Lanthorn receives
approximently one fifth of its annual
budget
from
Student
Senate
allocations, with the remainder coming
from advertising revenues.
Under
the proposed fee,
the Lanthorn
would receive about $20,000 per
semester.
"This would enable us
to pay off our debt, expand our
operations, and purchase badly needed
equipment. ”
said Susan Collins, the
Lanthorn’s Editor-in-Chief.
The proposal exists now as only a
rough outline, but, according to
Knox, has met with tentative approval
from the Administration “- -. (College
President)
Lubbers thinks it’s a
wonderful idea. But he is concerned
about liability.” Knox said. “We have
to come up with a more detailed draft
and then run it through the legal
Department.” The proposal would
be put to a student referendum
requiring at least 50% of the student
body vote to be valid. A simple
majority would be requited t r pass
the proposal.
The Newspaper Advisory Board
(NAB) has also given approval to
pursue incorporation of the proposed
fee system.
The NAB is the student paper’s

to Twelve In
School o f N ursing

governance board.
The General Service Fee students
now pay each semester is not tagged
for any specific purpose, according to
James Willette, of the Office of
Budget and Finance.
“The fee is considered part of the
tuition and fees structure,” said
Willette.
As such, it is entered directly into
the General Fund, from which the
operating expenses of the colleges are
taken. State appropriations and federal
grants are also placed in the General
Fund.

D ean’s integrity overrides business contract
by Richard Plowdcn
Putting the integrity of the Grand
Rapids School Board and public tfcust
before a business contract, Dean of
Students Linda Johnson and her bus
iness associate Calvin Jeter agreed to
terminate a contract that existed
between the Grand Rapids Job Corps
run by the Grand Rapids School Sys
tem, and Professional Psychological
Consultants (PPC) o f Western Mich
igan, a business owned by Johnson and
Jeter.
The termination came after it was
announced that s possible “conflict of
interest ” may exist because of the

contract between the two organi
zations in light of the fact that both
Johnson and Jeter serve on the Grand
Rapids Board of Education.
According to United Slates Attor
ney James S. Brady the contract did
“not constitute a violation of federal
criminal law.”
Donald Williams, the Director of
the Grand Rapids Job Corps Center, in
a letter to Superintendent of Schools
John Dow, indicated that he knew
that Johnson and Jeter were members
of the Grand Rapids Board of Educa
tion and were officers o f PPC but
contracted their company out o f over

one hundred applicants because their
services were excellent, because the
Board of Education was not a party to
the contract and because no possible
conflict of interest existed.
About the situation Johnson said,
“I felt that when you talk about legal
issues it is easy; they are cut and dried.
Appearances and perspectives are quee
different to deal w ith;you have more
people.
Johnson’s
reasons
for
the
termination were quite simple, “Public
trust is very important even though
the federal government said that it
#• .

.- _ n

Grand Valley’s School of Nursing
reached a milestone last week, as a
total of 14 students were granted
internships in Medical Technology by
the National Accrediting Agency for
Clinical Health Sciences.
Of the 14 students granted intern
ships by the Agency, only 12 had
applied. The additional two students
were chosen by the School of Nursing
after a request by the Accrediting
Agency.
"I had noped to place 12,” said
Professor Johnine Callahan from the
Nursing School. "We had to go to our
files and see who could get out early.”
Our students are very competi
tive; they do well,” she said.
The students will do their intern
ships ar various
sites across the
state. Blodgett Hospital in Grand
Rapids will have five Grand Valley
student interns, four will begin work
at Grand Rapid's Saint Mary’s Hospi
tal, two will work at Butterworth
Hospital in Grand Rapids, two will
work at Bronson Hospital in Kalama
zoo, and one will work at Henry
Ford Hospital in Detroit.
“Our success really speaks well for
Grand Valley and the caliber of stu
dents that we have,” she added. “I’m
very proud of inese student*, they
were under tremendous pressure.”
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Lanthorn Editorials

Nightmare: A Stirring Giant Awakens
by Peggy Melton

Government by Retreat?
Why have ten Senators resigned from their respective post* in student
government? (The most recent resignation will become effective Feb. 20.
Three of these ten posts have been top cabinet positions).

Did these Senators simply lose interest ? Or did they burn themselves out
with an overload of school and senate obligations? Or yet -mother alterna
tive; Did they become too frustrated, too pressured; ivere they disillu
sioned by the very structure of student government, itselfr

Student government is a necessity. It provides a governance channel for
students and student organizations, giving them support and direction.
A good student government reflects student interests and works to
achieve student goals.
However, before it can become an effective body, it must establish
strong internal structure. This includes participation and cooperation
among Senators. Senators need to recognize (if they haven’t already) the
importance of their role in student government. It is a demanding, challen
ging job—if it is being done properly.
We would hope that as student leaders they are making an impact by
promoting student’s rights rather then letting personality conflicts inter
fere with their responsibilities.
Granted, many students may underestimate the significance of student
government. But this does not erase the obligations. Maybe we could stress
its importance by assigning credit to the job.
The solution is not simple. Student governments across the country are
floundering. We need to continue to strengthen and support the student’s
bargaining force on campus.

Education is the Cornerstone
of Democracy
by Jeff Tikkanen 1 am a student. Between paying rent, gasing the car and enjoying my
friends, I attend class four times a week. Always rushing through the day,
it becomes easy to lose track of why I study, and in-vum, what my respon
sibilities are to society.
At it’s lowest, school becomes a 40-hours-a-week job with pay checks
accepted in the form o f A’s and R’s on Friday’s test; you’re just a prisoner
serving a 4 year sentence, because your college education has become
nothing more than a means of obtaming future employment; that new car
and a house in the country.
Caught in such a rut, we forget that education is anu always has been
the cornerstone of American democracy. A government set up for the
people, run by the people, demands that the general public is aware of
their rights and the precious responsibilities of self-rule. Our first presi
dent, George Washington, in his farewell address, asked his fellow country
men to promote, “as a object of primary importance, institutions for the
general diffusion of knowledge- In proportion as the structure of a govern
ment gives force to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion
should be enlightened,” (Well put George.)
Our greatest sin would be to take public education for granted. During
colonial times, higher education was afforded to only the aristocracy who
used education as a means of maintaining their power. Only the sons of
nobelmen, or gifted students of commoner birth, were able to attend
college where they were taught professional skills that tended to aid the
upper class’s procreation of wealth, rather than check social evils that
might plague the lower classes.
just freed from England’s bonds, our founding fathers realized that if
free enterprise and democracy wer' to grow side by side, the United States
had to have a strong public education system that would serve as a watch
dog for the people, when inequalities bom through monopolies by the
aristocracy and mis-representation of politicians threatened the equal
rights of any American.
Education, or better said, the process of learning how to question, is
the seed of any country’s growth. New ideas replacing the old, pushed
America’s first transcontinental raliroad into existence and gave women
the right to vote. It would be naive and dangerous for a country’s educated
populace to stop questioning 1-.cal or federal government policy, for is
William Graham Summer (Professor of political science at Yale University
1872-1909) pointed out in his essay Tbe challenge o f facts-. "Under socalled progress, evil only alters it’s forms, and we must esteem it in grand
advance, if we can believe, that on a whole, and over a wide view of human
affairs, good has gained a hair’s breath over evil in a century."
Now more than ever, we as students living in a democracy must exercise
our right to question recent conservative trends in our government. What
does President Reagan expect our country to gain by cutting federal funds
for higher education?
Only the poor student who needs financial help to attend school shall
suffer. President Reagan plans to drastically cut federal funding to social
programs that were designed to help the poor and needy who could not
help themselves. Shall a century of social reform go down the drain with
one sweep of our President’s Pen?
What does our new Secretary of State, Alexander Haig, mean when he
says that combating International terrorism rather than promoting human
right* shall be a top foreign policy concern of the Reagan adm<' oration?
Who gained from the deregulation of oil prices? The retired couple,
freezing in their home, barely surviving on their Social Security benefits?
Have Grand Valle;' ’» students been active enough in voicing their views
on education? AO of Grand Valley’s Board of Control members were
•ppomted to their positions by merit o f their business exploits, rather than
•endemic achievement. Should we not make them aware of a possible
bias towards a practical education as opposed to the Liberal Am?
Grand Valley has lost Thomas Jefferson College (ironically enough) and
has gained Scidman Business Collage, and is in the process of losing moat
of the Performing Arts Center. (What kind o f education do you have with
out the fine am ?) We await any rebuttals.
■ M M B B H S B B B B B a B
Tbe Lantbom welcomes guest editorials from its readers. I f

yo u bane any views you would like to express, please feel fret
to subm it them to tbe Lantbom fo r publication.

Tboss SuiuTuistcd stoald u€ doable spsCwdl sad
lagibfy.

Tbe Lantbom it located in tb e Campus Center

I awoke, screaming, from a sweat-soaked
nightmare last night. It was only a dream, not
to be taken seriously, but I would like to shtie
it with you anyway.
I imagined a stirring giant, eomiag forth
from his sheltered dreim world of the Harvard,
prep pie, upper-middle class suburbs of Detroit,
Chicago and New York, with a look of fear on
his face, though convinced of what to do.
it seems that other giants in foreign valleys
had grown to become less cooperative than
they once had been. You see, the other giants
had always let the stirring giant graze his cattle
in their luscious green valleys in exchange for
any sickly calves, bom in the spring-but these
sickly calves had grown and began to bear their
own, taking up room from the green pastures.
The other giants, seeing the wonder of their
own calves’ birth, felt it necessary to tax the
stirring giant for his cattles’ consumption of
their precious green fields' grass.
To the stirring giant, there was only one

solution.
"We must teach these other ungrateful
giants how fo respect,” he shouted out loud,
though he was really afraid of losing the shiny
hood ornaments on his chariot, made of brass.
So he hired an actor to cry and laugh, and
rally his herdsmen to hate the claims of the
other giants, who now wanted to graze their
own herds-and a general to bomb the valleys at
night-and men of black-page words to distort
the truth of the new bom calf.
“Where are those who in the spirit of youth,
lead herds to new pastures?”, I pleaded with
the stirring giant. They're all fat-living for
steak—1 realized beginning to awake.

first press conference, where Alexander Haig
claimed that combating international terrorism
rather than promoting human rights will be the
top foreigr policy concern of the Reagan Admiroitration; where Caspar Wienberger stated
that the nation should be building more war
ships and bombers at the possible expense of
anti-poverty projects and other social programs.

i ms, a! Cuuisc, was only a dream and has
nothing to do with American foreign policy,
American over-seas investments, registration for
the draft, and hopefully nothing to do with
what our new Secretary of State and Secretary
of Defense said Wednesday, Jan. 28th at their

Duke foresees a dismal year
by Art Verthiis
Duke is back! This is. I'm afraid, the best
that can be said for what is turning out to be a
rather dismal year. Duke, for the uninitiated, is
the Doonesbury comic strip character-based
on journalist Hunter Thompson—who incorporites the quintessence of American schizo
phrenia: he is simultaneously an inveterate
drug user, a gun nut, an oil company guerrilla,
a football team doctor, and an ambassador.
“Uncle Duke”—now know as the 53rd hos
tage-had been dropped into Iran by parachute
to sabotage the Iranian oil-fields for the oQ
companies, and had been caught by the Iranians
when the hostages were taken; only now are we
being made privy to his experiences, and they
are sure to contain a satiric bite or two.
But, Duke not withstanding, this is proving
to be, as I said, a dreary year. One has to
sympathize after witnessing the commerciali
zation of and nightmarish over-reaction to the
hostages’s return—with those Vietnam veterans
who wondered where, exactly, those TV lights
were when the planes came in from Vietnam.
In fact, the trial and conviction of Marine
Pfc. Garwood-on charges of collaboration with
the enemy during two of his 14 years as a
POW-coincided so well with the return of the
hostages that it would be tempting to term
both his conviction and the reaction to the
hostage release a manifestation of our latent
national guilt over Vietnam.
But I doubt that there is such a thing as
national guilt; I only know that there is some
thing perverse in the juxtaposition of th
grotesque fanfare over the hostages (they were
not POW’S) and the trial of a man who was
held for 14 years and who underwent torturenot the mere removal of his shoes—only to
return home to a military trial, a conviction,
and a possible life sentence.
For some time I strove to overcome the
gloomy prospects by watching Reagan on news
casts, but after a time even the amusement
ftmered by watching his head shudder and

imagining a national diamond-stud-through-thewatries fetish has begun to sour.
The recent article in “Harper’s” by T.D.
Allman on El Salvador docs nothing to alleviate
the doldrums. In it, we are told that weTe
Christ to land in El Salvador today on a Com
mercial jet, He would probably be found in a
distant field two weeks later with His legs
broken, His eyes gouged out, and His genitals
and tongue cut out-courtesy of the right-wing
El Salvadoran regime which our government
(Reagan and Carter, “human rights” or not)
has pledged to support.
You will recall that Ambassador White (a
moderate, of course) was recently removed as
our representative in El Salvador. He tended to
favor pinko ideas (nice word, that) like agrarian
reform and tended to oppose rapes and murders
and torture under the auspices of the El
Salvadoran government.
And nearer to home, but no less depressing:
Grand Valley seems destined to be surrounded
by cardboard houses, El Sleazo fast food

L A N TH O R N l titan to tha editor must inducts signature, addrrea and phono
number of tha wrttar. Tha address and phons number will not be printad. Tha wrttar's
Kama may ba withhaid on req uad, but tha publication of anonymous Isttan la not
anaouregad. Lsttare which are legible and of 300 words or lew errs most likaty to ba
ptAIWied. AH lsttare are sufajset to careful condensation. Tha Lairthom reserves tha
right to refect any latter.

resaurants, and parking lots. If you have not
yet noticed, the cornfield west of 48th Street is
for sale, and is, believe it or not, zoned commercial/residential. This means that some’s
taste for plastiburgers may yet be satisfied.
Never mind that development in rural areas is
irrational-build, build, build!
Granted, Grand Valley should not have been
built here in the first place; as Gerald Elliott
(former Editor of the Grand Rapids Press) has
noted, this is a school without a constituency:
because it is not in Holland or Muskegon or
Grand Rapids, none of these cities truly have a
'stake in the college.
Indeed, with their sealed windows, the
colleges might as well have been dropped from
space.
But Grand Valley is here, and one must
wonder how the zoning around it was estab
lished. Michigan is losing 225,000 acres of
farmland each year; I dislike the thought that
Grand Valley is to act as a catalyst for indis
criminate, unplanned development.
In any case, lunacy seems pandemic. Last
week saw one of the rare winter days when it is
sunny here and, given a few hour’s respite from
classes, I decided to inspect the wooded ravines
along the river.
I trudged down the trail—which was conven
iently paved by snowmobiles, and consequently
spotted with dirt clods and uprooted leaves—
but I had to stop and marvel at a tiny wayside
chapel. A sign by it read: "Fitness Trail. No.
11 Push-ups.”
Imagine the mentality of one who, not
content with the woods themselves, feels com
pelled to run through them on an approved
course, stopping periodically to walk a balance
beam or prostrate himself before some local
god and perform push-ups.
The whole world is doing push-ups in the
woods.
Maybe Duke is riyht after all: a trip to the
pharmacist is the best policy.

sitive to one of the most tragic ill the Governor of my home state c.
nesses in our worid.
Connecticut died of cancer. She suf
The treatment of cancer by chemo fered for a year with it.
therapy, mostly thru cobalt radiation,
Cancer and it’s victims is nothing to
is a traumatic experience for the laugh, joke or write comic strips
patient and family. Loss of weight and about.
Editor,
explained how 1 had called and asked hair results, leaving one withdrawn
This is an open letter to Health what the TOTAL charge would be
because of the physical change and
Thank You,
Services concerning their GYN clinic before I had made an appointment. open to possible 'ejection from
Mark
McPherson
snd the charges involved.
She explained Health Services docs people not knowing o f the disease.
1 called Health Services for a GYN not tell the patient about the addi-.
“Here today, Gone tomorrow’’ is a (Editor's note: Tbe Lantbom regrets
appointment shortly after returning rional charge until the day o f the clinic
very degrading comic for the family if tbe publication o f tbe "Here today.
from Christmas break. Before accept when the forms are filled out (it may and friends that had to live thru the
ing an appointment, I asked the nurse be noted that they are not filled out suffering of a terminally ill cancer Gone tomorrow" comic strip was
what the charge for the GYN clinic until the patient is in the examining victim. Over two and one half years I offensive to anyone. We felt that we
would be. She said S28. I then asked room) because it had been confusing saw my mother reduced from 140 were only poking fu n at tbe do-anytbing-not-to-be-fat-regiment o f Amer
her if this charge included everything, to explain it over the phone.
pounds to 72 pounds on the day she ica. We apologize fo r our lack o f
First of all, I was NOT told about
or if there was an additional charge
died. Just this past Thursday (Feb. }) sensitivity.)
for anything else. The nurse told me this extra fee over the phone o r tbe
there would be no additional charges day of the clinic. According to another
■David A . Poll
Sumo M. Collins
unless I wanted a diaphragm—which student, mine was not the first inci
EDITOR
IN
CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
I did not. With this information, I dent.
set up an appointment for February 4.
Second, when a student asks about
Richard Ptoreden
Donna D an
the fee, she wants to know ALL of
A week later. 1 was told I should
NEWS
EDITOR
OFFICE MANAGER
it, not just part of it. We are college
confirm the price before going to the
students, we —n understand financial
clinic. I called; spoke with tbe nurse,
Rob Viilo
Raul Worster
matters.
and again received the same response:
ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
I feel it is VERY unfair to hit
S28, unless I wanted a diaphragm.
students with a hidden cost, especially
1 kept my appointment and paid
SuaShaub
Candace Durocher
when they have directly asked if there
the required S2B.
SPORTS
EDITOR
CHIEF AD ARTIST
ire any. 1 for one, am seriously con
Tuesday, February 10 I received a
sidering not paying this unfair bill.
bill from Continental Bio-clinical Lab
Thermo Orlaske
J-Mia Seneca!
oratory Service Inc. for a pap smear.
BUSINESS
MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Request name be withheld
Ike charge arts J7.50.
I was NEVER told about this
Published weekly (bi-weekly in summer) during each
by
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Students R oost

Apathy Stings Clubs

W ashington Fakes Draft
WASHINGTON, DC. (CPS)--Last
November, while you were studying,
sleeping and worrying that military
registration might be a prelude to a
real draft, the Selective Service System
was indeed preparing draft notices for
35,000 unsuspecting young men
chosen by lottery.
The lottery was only a "practice,”
Selective Service spokespersons say.
The draft notices were never sent, and
the list of men was subsequently
discarded.
The practice was part of the
Department of Defense’s "Proud
Spirit” mobilization exercise, carried
out by 80 government and military
organizations, one of which was the
Selective Service.
Within 24 hours of the starting
time on November 6, the service had
reviewed its computerized list of
registrants, held a lottery, and fed the
names of 35,000 “inductees" into a
Western Union computer.
The computer, in turn, would have
sent Mailgrams to the 35,000, if the
exercise hadn’t been stopped at that
point.
The next two weeks of the exercise
period were spent setting up mock
state headquarters and area offices to
carry out the draft, and serve as induc
tion centers in the event of a real
emergency.
The Defense Department holds a
mobilization exercise every two years
“to check procedures and make sure
they are workable in a national mili
tary emergency,” Puscheck explains.
The November mobilization, how
ever, was the first one in which the
Selective Service has fully participated.
“We've been required to be a part of it
in the past,” adds Selective Service
spokeswoman Joan Lamb, “but this is
the first time we’ve physically held
a lottery and drawn names.”
The reason is that “this is the first
year the Selective Service has been
revitalized, and has the capability to
do it,” Lamb notes.
Asked if the mock draft was held
with any special precautions or sensi
tivity to public worry that military
registration -begun last summer and
resumed in January—might lead to a

real draft, Lamb said, "Oh no. This
was just a regular Department of
Defense exercise. ”
System Director Bernard Rostker
brought in judges from the U.S.
Bureau of Standards to “insure the
fairness of selection,” and to critique
the procedure in general.
The observers liked what they saw,
Puscheck says.
"The Defense people were inter
ested to see that our system is fair,
open, and statistically sound,” he
commented. ‘They recognized our
pains to protect the rights of the
young men involved ”
Rostker was quick to point out that
the computer tape holding the names
and addresses of the 35,000 mock
inductees was removed from the
Western Union system before the
draft notices were actually printed.
A tape with names of 715 military
reservists was substituted in the com
puter. The reservists, previously
alerted of the- forthcoming notices,
received the Mailgrams on the third
day of the exercise.

by Larry See. Jr.

PI KAPPA PHI spant time 'rockin’ round the dock' to raise money
for PUSH (photo by Paul Worster).

Student Senate Grants Loan To Crosswinds
by Mike Hilliard
After an extensive debate Monday
the Student Senate approved a motion
to loan the Crosswinds Yearbook staff
$500 to alleviate its current finan
cial pressures.
“ Right now there is a cash flow
problem,” said Todd Krapp, Crosswinds Editor and Business Manager.
Staff photographer Larry See Jr., who
argued in opposition of the motion,
maintained that there wasn’t a real
need for the Senate’s help. The staff
expects to collect on accounts past
due in the near future, which would be
more than sufficient to meet the pay
ment of bills due in March.
Krapp said that he also expected to
have enough money but that it might
not come on time to make payment
on these bills.—.
“After w e ^ ftfa n additional forty

—

yearbooks we can repay the loan,"
added Krapp.
The Lanthorn deficit agreement
proposed last term by members of the
Student Senate cabinet and senators,
finally came to a vote and passed with
no opposition.
Questions were raised as to the perfermance of the Programming Com
mittee. Lack of promotion has ham
pered the success of many events, like
the Computer Portraits on Feb. 6,
which lost $480.
Appointments Chairperson Darlene
Johnson announced the addition of
three new Senators from CAS:
Timothy Swope, Julie Lomankoski,
and Susan llolbaugh.
The Senate will be sponsoring
a number of activities in the upcoming
weeks there will be a Whisde Stop
Feb. 19 at neon in the CC Main
Lounge, featuring Board of Control

•■■■•..............

member Paul Johnson; the film “A
Little Romance” will be shov.-n this
weekend in 132 LIIH; an “Almost
Anything Goes” weekend on Feb. 25;
the week of Feb. 18-22 will feature
events for Black History Week, includ
ing a coffeehouse on the 20th; an Art
Orgy for all GVSC student artists will
be held on March 27th and a Snow
Sculpture contest will be judged on
Feb. 20.

People DO Read
Small Ads*
You Just Did!
Cali D av« or Julia at axt. 120 or 608
to placa your L A N T H O R N want ad.

Grand Valley’s many student organ
izations are experiencing an infection
called “student apathy."
According to two spokespersons
from the Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, the
students feel they "don’t belong to
the college, and therefore, feel they
aren’t part of any tradition.”
Pi Kappa Phi caters to thirteen
members currently, and according to
one member, would like to have 48.
Members feel a way to get this number
would be to offer a $10 rebate on
student's tuition, if they can prove
their membership in a club.
Currently, this fraternity has
charity fund drives, brings name bands
to campus, is a social outlet, is active
in the student government, and is also
engaged in intramurals.
Henry Williams, vice president of
the Afro-American Association, feels
one particular group is at fault.
“The freshman group," he says,
“because number one, they don't
get involved. They stay more to them
selves and they all live together.”
The Afro-American Association
(A.A.A) considers all Blacks on
earn pus as men bers, but only upper
classmen regularly attend meetings.
Williams mentioned that people aren't
interested in the input to get an event
together, but everybody comes to see
it off.
“We stress that we can assist people
with money troubles, classes, teachers,
trouble in the dorms, etc., but the
main thing is not to pressure people to
join, but to get them aware of our pur
pose and what we can do for them.”
“Students don't know how to be
plugged in, and don’t know what to be
plugged into,” stated Barb Boylan,
PIRGIM staff worker.
According to Boylan, "PIRGIM is
concerned with social issues, and
students don’t know what to do about
social change. The issues arc big, and
now as opposed to the 1960's
students need to realize and face these
issues. That means a lot of work.”
One of the problems at GVSC
which Boylan mentioned is that “Most
students are commuters, about 80%,

and a lot of working students. Their
time is spread real thin.”
She feels the student clubs, "should
be more aware of each other and
maybe work first to better our aware
ness of each other."
“There is a lot of potential on this
campus, a helluva lot of potential,”
retorted Boylan.
In addition to working with
PIRGIM. this William James student
finds time to work with the Women's
Information Bureau. (WIB). She took
an Independent Study at WIB last
spring, earned credit, ami is presently
on an
Internship at the PIRGIM
office.
Boylan said about thirty students at
Grand Valley were members of the or
ganization. “ Ideally, we would like to
have students coming in all of the time
or enough to make it workable, have
task forces, and more active involve
ment."
Her duties entail managing the
office, making contact with the four
other
branch
organizations
in
Michigan, keeping in contact with the
Board of Directors, keeping the
Campus Organizer informed when he
visits Grand Valley, and organizing the
office file system.
As a club, PIRGIM is busy. This
semester, they have two projects “in
the mill.” One is the cutTcnt draft
registration issue. They hope to find
out any needs that arc here.
They arc also preparing a grocery
store survey, comparing product prices
from various local foodstores, which
will be helpful to the community and
the students as well.
Carol Burton, president of campus
sorority Delta Sigma Theta, says that
membership, “ is just fine the way it is,
everybody’s not drawn to a Greek
organization, which we are.”
Currently boastintr nine memlicrs,
Burton feels that number is, “just fine.
If more come in, it will just be fine."
The sorority docs volunteer work at
a number of local agencies, distributes
holiday baskets to needy families, and
sponsors balls. Last term’s ball was
called the "Icebreaker" and plans are
progressing for another event in
March.
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Arts/Enterlainment

Pastel Stripes A dd Beauty to A rt Museum
by Nancy Daugherty
Long. pastel washes of colon create
patterns of vertical, horizontal and
diagonal stripes in James Kuiper’s
exhibition at the Grand Rapids Art
Museum,
Kuipcr. a Grand Rapids
artist, works on a large scale and uses
an underlying grid structure to estab
lish the basis for his color and line.
Some of his paintings, such as the
pair "Ahraxos **17” (2 units, 1977)
actually resemble 18 foot grids of
green, white, blue, and red intersecting
lines, creating a plaid effect on canvas.
Some of Kuiper’s work borders
on monochrome, or one color. At
first glance "Ahraxos Scries #11”
(1978) looks to be a huge white
canvas, however, a closer look reveals
a combination of delicately colored
acrylic bands and pencil scribbles.
The hues arc unassuming, not demand
ing the viewer’s immediate attention.

and, therefore, quietly elegant in their
pale simplicity.
Although the artist relies heavily
upon lines of various widths, his
paintings on canvas and paper have
a fascinating diversity.
Each style
seems to provoke different sensations
in the observer, as if the patterns
themselves send out their own "vibes."
•’Gcburah" (1980), in particular, is a
beautiful acrylic painting, almost
stunning in its muted multi-colored
pattern
It appears at first to be a
sinple painting of horizontal stripes.
An appreciative gaze reveals that the
stripes arc of a watcrcolor nature,
seeming to weave in and out of each
other, and blending into an ethereal
entwinement of translucent blues,
purples, greens, yellows, pinks, and
orange.
They have the quality of
underwater colors as they flow in
and out of each other, shimmering
in a wave-like pattern with purple

pencil marks just barely skimming the
surface.
Allowing the paintings to capture
the imagination, one can easily picture
the stripes as partially slanted Venetian
blinds.
In one piece, the slightly
open blinds reveal a reflection of a
pink and purple sunrise, while in
another, the diagonal blinds reveal
just a hint of summer sun’s warmth,
surrounded by a green grass coolness.
In Kuiper’s works on paper, the
grid pattern is still present, but almost
obliterated by color and surface Over
thin washes of color arc stronger
color areas in crayon with a textural
layer of white paint over that. Most
obvious are the heavy pencil marks
that Kuiper has gouged into the paint
surface. “’Phoenix’’ (1980) is a pair of
oil paintings on paper, both about 10
feet wide. Blue and red horizontal
bands arc evident, but can only be
glimpsed through cloudy white paint.

The artist’s interest in mark-making
as a personal handwriting or pictorial
vocabulary is exemplified in "Notes
to Myself,” an on-going series of
paintings on paper The heavy mark
ings flow from left to right in repeti
tive patterns revealing the hand of
the artist, although it is Kuipcr himself
who is the sole interpretor of his
cryptic message.
Kuipcr, on the faculty of Calvin
College, holds an M.P.A. degree from
Michigan State University and a B.A.
degree from Calvin, lie has had several
one-man exhibitions and has also been
represented in numerous group shows
since 1972, including "Michigan
Artists 80/81," organized by the
Detroit Institute of Arts and shown
at the Grand Rapids Art Museum last
su mmer.
The Grand Rapids Art Museum, a
place to observe and contemplate an,
is located at 230 Fast Fulton.
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"NOTES TO MYSELF" series by James Kuiper are hieroglyphics
that only the artist can decipher, but all can enjoy (photo by Nancy
Daugherty).

Lunchbreak Features Fine Shorn
by Jill Prince

TRIO DEL 'Arte (left) and
Alexandra Flawley (above)
were applauded for their
musical
performances
(photo courtesy of Media
R e l a t i o n s ) . _______

The Friday, February 6 Lunchbreak Scries featured Trio del’Arte
pianist Mark Taslitt, violinist Donna
Tecco and cellist David Szepcssy.
The one-hour program consisted of
two works, “ Trio No. 2, in c mino"r,
op. 67” by Shostakovich amf “Trio
No. 1, in d minor, op. 49” by
Mcndclson.
Approximately 100 people at
tended the concert. Their involve
ment in the program was evident by
their total silence during the rendition
and enthusiastic applause after each
piece.
The audience was "very recep
tive, very enthusiastic, very polite and
warm," said Taslitt and Tecco. "We
think it takes people who really care

Dv RobViilo. Feature Editor

Orchestra Looks Ahead
by Jill Prince
The GVSC Chamber Orchestra will
hold its first Winter Semester Concert
Sunday. February 15 at 3 00 p.m., in
the Louis Armstrong Theatre
There will not be a charge for the
concert, which will last approximately
one hour and fifteen minutes. “It
should be a very ’easy to listen to’
program” said Marsha Mabrey, con
ductor. The orchestra will perform
four pieces: “ Festive Overture” by
Shostakovich, Symphony No. 35,
“ Haffner”, by Mozart, "Russian and
Ludmilla Overture” by Glinka and
“ Dance Rhythms" by Reigger.
The Chamber Orchestra has put
much time into this performance.
According to Mabrey, "They've put
in a lot of hard work . . . I think it
will give them an opportunity to really
shine.”

The orchestra will perform three
additional concerts this semester on
March 15. April 12, and April 28.
The March 15 concert will be
conducted by .Marsha Mabrey and
Maynard Klein. It will also include
the Festival Chorale and faculty soloist
Leslie Itzen.
Nine selections from Thcron Kirk's
"Prayers from the Ark” will be per
formed at the April 12 concert. The
nine "prayers” will be rendered by
the orchestra and solo singers.
The Honors Orchestra Concert will
be given April 28. Solos will be given
by competition.
“That’s what we've got coming up
this semester," said Mabrey. “ I’m
rcaJly excited!"

New Music is always fun to listen
to. Sure, some of it’s terrible, some is
“so-jO"-but yet, a lot of it is excellent.
The following review selects record
ings from all of the aforementioned
ratings, giving them grades such as the
kind CAS would give you.
Journey-Capture*/
(a
‘live"
double-record set).
Journey, now comfortably satisfied
as a commercially-successful rock
quintet, decides to throw a “live" disc
on the market. As an example of a
Journey concert, it comes off sound
ing very close to the real thing. Grant
ed, overdubs are always done on
live” recordings, but some are better
than others. Captured is one of the
better ones. All of Journey's popular
‘hits" (commercially-speaking) hold
this package together.
"Lights",
“ Lovin’, Touchin', Squeezin’” and
‘Anyway You Want It” are just a few.
In case you didn’t know, keyboardist
Gregg Rolie, has left the band to move
onto different things (free plug). You

Rocker’s Critique
by Geoff Langford
Yog a-R otoinion Quist R oom , 4 30 and
6 30. Wed . Feb. 11 and Wed.. Feb. 18.

M odem D a nce-F ree dance class. Tuesday,
5 :3 0 -7 :0 0 p .m ., Calder Dance Studio.

Summer Student Teaching Applicationsaie due by March 1. 1981 for Secondary
and Elementary Certificate Candidates.
Contact School o f Education tor form s.

Shi F re e -a t Copeland s Free Night at
the ski hill Wed., Feb. 11 and Kistler Free
Nigh. Tues., Feb. 17.

Pit Entertainm ent-C opeland Housa Pit.
Th u rs., Feb. 12, 9 p.m . and Robinson Pit
Entertainment, Robinson House Pit Tues.,
Feb. 17.

Takeehi Takahara Recent Drawings. Feb
9-2 4. C C Gallery.

Catholic Mew Sunday, 6 :3 0 p.m ..
Comm ons Snack Bar: Thursday, 12:30 p.m..
N orth Conference R m „ C C .

G VSC Chamber Orchestra- Sun . Fab. 15.

3 p.m „ LAT-CFA.

I A rt Orgy-painting, films, dance,
theatrics, etc. If you're interested, contact
Student Activities or the Housing Office
or ex. 295.

H b u u i ' i FBm Sariee-"Animals Running"
by Anna Savarxon and "Whale Song” by

Mary Sams. Wad..
CC 1

11.12 *

Snow Sculpture C o n ta s t-e n try form dead
line Feb. 16. Sculpture entry deadline
Fab. 18. Judging will start at 5:00 p .m „
Fab. 20. Robinson Field. 1st prize S50.
2nd prize. S35. 3rd prize. S2S. Obtain
entry forms from dorm itory R A ’s or
Student Senate Office in the CC.

Coed Valentine’s Pool Toum am ent-2 p.m
Gamas R m , Fri.. Feb. 13. Prizes for
everyon*: I Just sign up and play I

in Combators Room, Wad.
and Fri„ 7 : 3 0 - 9 00. For mom *nto.call

Data at 46*6074.

can’t really say better things, because
Journey is about as commerciallysuccessful as a band can get. “Baby"
keyboard player, John Waite, is the
scheduled replacement. So, if you’re
looking for more reasons to buy this
LP, you could think of it as Rolie’s
Last Journey partaking. But, the best
reason to purchase the thing is be
cause it’s a good "live” LP . . good
enough to give it a B grade.
Toto-Turn Back
Toto makes a turn . . . back? It’s
rough to say that. This time, in com
parison with the Hydra LP, the band
goes a tad bit basic. Hydra has mo
ments of complicated movements,
whereas Turn Back sticks to a notably
raw edge. It’s not mental but it ain’t
Steely Dan either.
“Goodbye
Elenore”, “Turn Back" and “ If It’s
The Last Night" highlight the disc.
With Turn Back, Toto sounds different
than ever before. You can still identi
fy the band, but you can also identify
the change. Turn Back is solid enough

to come, and care to listen. This
group, we could feel that they were
there. Of course it wasn't a hall-filling
crowd, but people were here because
they wanted to be.”
This seems to be true, judging from
the audience's comments.
“ It was a very, very fine perfor
mance,” said one. “The greatest!”
added another.
The three have been performing as
Trio del’Arte for two years. Szepcssy
described how the Trio began “ At
one time or another we were all
at Indiana University . . . We did not
play together at that time. Two years
ago, Mr. Menahcm Presslcr . . . called
us and suggested that we put our
selves together. It’s primarily through
his coordination that we're doing it
together.” Taslitt continued. "But

now that we’re hopefully a little off
the ground, we want to do it for
ourselves, to continue as a trio."
Tecco explained why they want
to play their respective instruments.
“We all have to. It’s something that's
very satisfying, fulfilling, something
wc'vc all done since wc’vc been five,
six years old. You just don’t stop
playing
We just enjoy making

Alexandra Hawley, flutist,
performed as part of the lunchbreak
scries last Monday. Playing in the
I-ouis Armstrong Theatre, she enter
tained
the noontime audience.
Hawley is a member of the faculty at
Stanford University in California.

Rating
tB est
..... A nd W orst
of
the Ne
to punch-out a B grade.

The river Styx doesn’t go in circles.
It moves straight. Mark it down as a
The Four Seasons Reunited "Live" (2- C+ grade.
records)
R.F (). Specdwagon Hi Infidelity ’
The Four Seasons have made a new
R.E.O.’s latest has some parncu
Lr? You bet . . . and it’s not bad larly bright moments. Lead singer and
either. Musically, it's nice. Renditions songwriter, Kevin Cronin, picks up the
of “ Rag Doll”, “ Ronnie" and more acoustic guitar to play side-by-side
classics from the Four Seasons pop- with lead guitarist, Gary Richrath.
domination scene, fill-up all four sides. It’s not like he’s never done it before
Of course, Frankie Valli and the boys but this time around it’s ear-catching.
look a lot different on the backside The successful radio tune, “Keep On
cover. But hey, it's 1981. Rate it a Loving You” is nice, but like Styx,
B-grade.
R.E.O. proves to sound the same (over
and over) with only minute differen
Styx-Paradise Theatre
ces. R.E.O. was at their "rock-god”
during
the
"Golden
Hoo-boy. Up until now the band peak
has always sounded the same-same “ Like You Do” days; in terms of
old Styx, same old licks. Their latest, authentic and powerful rock.
Go
is a refreshing change for the listener. ahead-listen to the Tuna Pish album,
Sure, surc-hundreds of you just love the Nine Lives album and then,
the band, but weren't you getting tired throw on Hi Infidelity. Repetitious is
of the rnonoto y? Paradise Theatre the word. Hey, if you like that sound,
sounds different. At times, it sounds 'h a ts fine. But if you don't it’s not
like before, but it is different . . . isn’t going to get any better.
Really
it? Maybe this critique is going in R.E.O.’s HiTnfidelity is only average
circles, or Styx is going in circles. (equivalent to a C grade).

Oasis” Lights Up Local Bar

After just missing being stamped by
a herd of snowmobiles heading for the
hills (watch-out for the bob-wire! i
chuckled), I managed to scramble
inside Farmer John's to sec a band
called Oasis.
Having managed to survive the
half-crazed stamper just inside the
front door who whacked “DENTAL"
over three-quarters of my body
(Dental-Mental) 1 was thus consecrated
to enter the catacomb of Allendale
rock and rollers. If Oasis was anything
like Farmer John’s looked, I was
doomed to a sapid evening amongst
snowmobile suits and West Michigan
cowboys. Ah, but wait! Do I spy a
Galaxian machine hidden in the comer
by the pool tables? The ,.rst sign of
culture I Ye seen since I came to this
booming metropolis-Grand Rapids
Going Great!
Oasis’ first set was slow and dis
jointed, but the second set came out
rolling.
So much so that I was
surprised.
We all were surprised.
Grand Rapids can produce energy, it

would be interesting to see if Oasis
could
sustain
their enthusiasm
throughout the night. A career would
be too much to ask of anybody in
this town.
The Eagle’s song the name escapes
me but you know the one: “I can’t
tell you why” sounds like a cat being
stroked by a hack saw-made a young
woman in the audience cry. Some of
vou who were there may have thought
it was the young gentleman wearing
the Izod sweater (alligators!) and
cowboy hat with Dingo boots who
made the lovely lady cry when he
smacked her across the face. Not true.
| was watching very closely and she
was crying before anybody hit her. In
any case, if anybody cried (or moaned
or walked out) during that song it was
because of how pathetic these blue
jeaned. Nike clad boys from Oasis
churned out that song-and others
that were slow and plaintive.
But Hey!
That's not all bad.
These guys were too happy to play
moaners. The best stuff was straight
rock 2nd rcU. No slow rockers
here foks (nor heavy metal for that

matteT).
Oasis put down some
terrific three bar and out grit that
made people get off their butts and up
dancing before they had time to peel
off
their
snowmobile
suits
(elephants?). “Tell Momma” was rife
with good feeling and Bob Seger’s
“ Fire Down Below" was so up that the
young woman with the bloody nose
stopped bleeding long enough to dance
with the amplifier (before long, how
ever, her eats started bleeding instead).
Their attempts at Southern Rock
were almost palatable-like a three
A.M. Big Boy after it was nuked in
the microwave for the third time. The
guitar runs were for the most part
borrowed from various southern boys.
But when the lead picked up on
Clapton-a la Derek and
the
Dominos—the licks were almost
inspired and the man did something
with it. Quasi-inspired maybe. Not
bad might be better. But who cares?
These are good ole gentlemen from the
Valley and they don’t need to borrow
from Molly Hatchet or die Allman
ccngjornersasn to rock it or to make
us shalce-it (pass the salt) on the dance

floor. Oasis was feeling so good and
showing it that all they had to do was
play.
The strongest suit for Oasis were
their vocals.
Although some
harmonies tended to be weak (even
stomach turning on slow songs), each
has a terrific lead capacity ranging
from Bland Vapidtinged steel workerblucs-rag to the elctric. rocking voice
of the bassplayer with the veins
popping out of his neck. The lead
“axe" player’s vocal on the “Highway
Song” (oops! a slow song—in part—and
thev did it very well) was beautiful.
Maybe he was feeling sony for the
bloody nosed (dried by now), bloody
eared (drying slowly but surely)
woman who was dumped all over by
the lzod cowboy.

Oh well, let’s be subjective,
But what the hey! Didn't anybody
tell you that Bland Vapids rocks? It
*loes (on occasion) and Oasis really
helps make it happen. By the way.
does anybody know the Izod
Cowboy? His ex-woman friend has a
message waiting for him.
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revolution was that of escaping from an irate husband. It seems the wife
had carelessly forgotten to inform Galvez that her husband might be home
early that night, and, without even time to put on his pants, he leaps from
the alcove only to land on the Bolivian ambassador, saving the diplomat’s
life from political assassins the very assassins he later joins and leads for
the revolution.
Here’s an excerpt dealing with basic training in the jungle and the
plight of a fellow compatriot:

by Geoff Langford

This M onth-P oetry

Tell me. dare I accept /what happened in my fantasy/While / slept?/
Am I where I teem to heVYet why conjecture./ no one challenges
me, here.
—Calderon, Life Is A Dream

TESSELLATION
Grey shadeidelineatethe afternoon facade of a city strer' where an
old mairin measured balance crosses a shadowy intersection. Momentarily
he is absorbed in the gold pouring from the reflection in a display
window’s sunset facing . . .
This past morning, in everyday travel, he walked from a morning to
a noon energetically absorbed in reflection on his brilliant youth.
At noon he stops for a brief sojourn at the riverside. Sitting in the
shade of a tree, he secs in the crcstlct waves the last, and the first
becoming, while all the while shimmering, the water flows by,
A flock of duck clamor shoreward for their daily ration of bread
crumbs and incommunicado affection. Instinctively, as a peculiar glint
may signal or a migrant fowl starts, he rises, turns and begins homeward.
He feels the morning's energy, a phantom shadowing, evolved in
the discipline of age, and dignified, proceeds in the weight of years.
lie opens the door to his room donning a finer shade of solitary reflec
tion. As he lays down another door opens to his closing eyes. I he sun
sets. He enters.
Tomorrow the sun will rise a brilliant, youthful, reflecting visage.
-m jc
HEAVILY ENDORSED GURUS
We try and try for the
Spiritual and moral high,
But sigh realizing the lie
Not a lie of desperation,
But more a separation
The mind is kind when
It finds what binds.
Nothing, but everything.
I can honestly look a
Cat in the eye and say boo
But sometimes frightfully
I look in the mirror and say who.
Bronze baby shoes, cheap plastic
Kazoos, and heavily endorsed gurus—
Neither, nor, never, are they seemingly
Something soothing-more mind
Mashing, teeth gnashing, and
Conscience cashing.

llmrn. Sunday night and I have this book review for the paper due in
the morning -already two days late. At least I read the book. Wonderful
book. Good picture on the cover. The Emperor o f the Amazon by
Mario Souza. Those South Americans have really got it together when it
comes to writing. Wish I wrote this (took. I reach over and pick up die
cheap rum I bought for inspiration and finish off the last drop. Shouldn't
have done that. My head bobs and boom!
Broke the bloody margin key with my forehead . . .

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS
GALVEZ: We might just conquer the world, if we don't die of
cirrhosis of the liver first.
VAEZ:
They’re the best we’ve got .. .
GALVEZ: Any problems?
VAEZ:
One casualty. Zequinha Farias, our piano player,
passed away yesterday at Misericordia Hospital.
GALVEZ: Causa Mortis?
VAEZ:
Syphilis.
GALVEZ: Order the flag at half mast.

•
•
•
I remember sitting inside a sleazy rum bar drinking my goat’s beard
brew and talking with Luiz Calvez. It was in Pelourinho, a slum-historical
landmark in Bahia, a city of about a million or so people in the northeast
of Brazil. The name of the bar was something like The Celestial UrinaJ,
but that’s a rough translation. Actually the name is slightly more graphic
and deals with angels and where they micturate. Senhor Galvez, my table
mate, is the man of the hour in Brazil. He is the hero of Mario Souza’s
book The Emperor o f the Amazon. As the Bard Books publicity depart
ment (Bard handles most English translations of South American fiction.)
would have you believe it, Galvez was emperor of the “briefest and most
orgiastic reign in the history of revolution.” I asked Senhor Galvez about
this bombast and all he did was wink at me and smile, a rum sheen on his
eyeballs and a wet cigar butt in his hands. I felt so intimidated by his
silence that I bought him another drink. Gudess, I said to myself. We
gringos are so blessed gudess.
Galvez, although he refuses to be quoted, is the alleged writer of
Souza’s wonderful history of a small revolution and the resultant govern
ment in the Amazon Basin around the turn of the century. The Amazon
Basin is where the world’s most beautiful opera house still stands in
Manaus and the people had so much money that they sent to Hong
Kong for Moo Goo Gai Pan, Austria for tefflec noodles, and had their
shirts laundered in London. No kidding, we’re talking about hundred
dollar bills for toilet paper.
Souza introduces Galvez and the story thus: "This happens to be an
adventure story where, in the end, the hero actually dies of old age in
his bed.” That’s fiction because I remember, quite distinctly, sitting with
Galvez at the Celestial Urinal, drinking rum and stumbling over my bad
Portugese. Calvez was a journalist in Brazil around the turn of the cen
tury whose brazen ways land him in many a complicated situationi some
times quite literally. Galvez’s first recollection of the events that led to his

Vibrancy! Is that the word I’m looking for? Galvez nods from across
the table and smiles. Still, I’m not convinced. Could he be mocking me,
a pitiful gringo looking for something someplace else because he can't
find it at home? Maybe. But there's something about the samba, the
women here in Brazil, the bravura of the men and the warmth of the
breeze, that talks to me the way no Ohio or Boston or Bland Valley
ever could.
For now anyway.
Galvez disappears after the waitress, leaving me alone with my (dare I
say our?) doubts. And as the warm sun sinks below the verdant hills, the
sea sings her siren’s song and the jungle hangs on the horizon like thunder
even here in this Bahian metropolis, 1 find my way to the beach where the
party begins at eight sharp and lasts until dawn.
Whoa . . . a littie unsteady on my feet here. Must be the rum . . .
cachaca . .. swamp w ater. . . Brazilian Holy Water . . . Water! Jeez!
1 woke with a start to find myself bleeding on the typewriter, the rum
bottle broken on the floor and my tongue dressed for a formal evening
out in February-tie to tight, of course-and my mouth is as parched as
the Amazon will be in ten years. Somebody help us if that s the way it
happens. But with people like Souza fighting the good fight, raising con
sciousness levels around the world-who knows? Not this gringo.
You know, it doesn’t even have to be me who writes like these con
quistadors. Any other gringo could do it and I’d be just as thrilled. But
no. We all use Listermint and antibiotics for our faces and drink Schlitz
in the Cottage Bar. Mauvais fois.
But at least I dance . . .

We Want You!

How nice the simple vice
Needed by unheeded in
The pleated skirts of
Catholic girls.

Any persons interested in sub
mitting creative work for publishingwhethcr it be poems, fiction, essay,
photographs,
or meanderings-are
enthusiastically encouraged to contact
Rob Viilo, Arts and Entertainment
editor, or Nancy Daugherty, assistant,
at the Lanthom office, downstairs

And of course, life goes on, throws on,
Buts on, brain con that it is.
-R obert J. Hutton

in the Campus Center. After all, the
Lanthom is a paper for the students,
by the students, and of the students
of G V S C — and that means Y O U !
Therefore, your written (preferably
typed) involvement is necessary and
greatly appreciated.
riim nm rB
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College Students Go Colorblind
jy Nancy Daugherty
There are a couple of things that
:ollcge students in particular seem
o have in common: a steady cold
ind an unsteady income. That is
lot to say that all students have these
iroblems, or that they are even conidcred problems, but many that I
lave run into have at least one of these
listinguishing characteristics.
They are both pretty easy to spot
f you are even half-aware of what is
;oing on around you. (Couid halfiwareness possibly be yet another
ollege characteristic?) Consider the
toiscs you hear throughout a day of
lasses: spasmodic coughs and abrupt
ncezes that startle you out of a comortable daydream, not to mention
he guttural throat-clearing noises that
iassroom accoustics love to magnify,
low many nasal sentences do your
irofs and friends punctuate with a
icfty snort into a kleenex? And, of
rourse, there’s always the shy ones
vho snelk into the bathroom to do
heir honking in the semi-privateness
>f a stall-with a minor handy :=
nake sure there’s no telltale leftover
unkers.
A good test to check for a cold
rictim is to ask someone to smell
omething.
An audible, not very
Peasant sniff gives a cold away on the
oot.
The “all-time giveis that familiar pungent aroma

ih n u r those
rh n er free
f r r r individuals
iruiivitil
who
of menthol eucalyptus that exudes about
from hapless cold victims. It seeps shun underwear? Can it really be
more comfortable to “hang loose,”
from them with every breath they
or
is it the truth that they just don’t
exhale so that even healthy people
get tears in their eyes in a face-to-face have the dough? How can one tell?
Don’t give up. There does happen
encounter.
to
be one distinct characteristic that
People with colds tend to be a
little spacier than usual, also. Of gives these sneaky poor students
course, numerous classes, especially in away, and it is right before your eyes
a row, and life in general tend to make in black and white-literally. Look
a college student a little more “out of at their groceries. If there’s a preval
it” anyway, but you can bet that the ence of black and white labels you’ve
real heavy-duty space cadet is most no doubt uncovered a struggling stu
likely in a cold-induced daze. This dent. Why else would someone buy
can be attributed to the various drugs no-name, “generic" products except
for lack of money to buy the more
he/she is taking to aid the white blood
cells in combat against the enemy expensive (and tastier) brands’ True,
infection, or the fact that the person the toilet paper is more biodegradable,
is contemplating this very battle going but the food leaves a lot to be desired.
on in his or her body at any moment. Maybe advertising has us in its psycho
Often, though, the person only seems logical clutch and generic peas aren’t
spaccy and the real problem is that a really more mushy and generic orange
head cold tends to plug up the ears juice more watery than the name
so that noises and voices have an brands, but if this is so my taste buds
There are
annoying muffled sound that alien are brainwashed, too.
probably those who would say that
ates a cold victim from harsh reality.
“ Beer" beer gets you just as buzzed
Because of all these obvious symp as Michelob, that “Cigarette” cigar
toms. college cold sufferers are much ettes are just a cancerous as Marlboro,
easier to spot than impoverished and that “Coffee" coffee gets you
college students. You could always just as hyper as Folgers, but give these
take the easy way out and assume that people a sandwich made with generic
all college people are poor. After all, peanut butter and it’s guaranteed
college is considered a full-time job they’ll be yelling for Jif.
that pays you immeasurably in in
It’s been said that college years
tangible ways; but the hitch is that
you have to pay for it in cold, hard are ‘the best yean of your life,’
Because of this basic incon- but it’s more optimistic to viewcash.
college
students seem to rarely every year as the best year. Theregmity,
make it above the poverty level. fore, maybe college should be called
“the generic yean of your lifePeople have different ways of Then you can look back on these
adapting to this situation, and this generic yean with affection instead of
makes it a bit more difficult (and indigestion. And for you stereotyped
interesting) to pick out the poor individuals conforming enough to
students.
For instance, take the have both steady colds and unsteady
hitch-hikers:
do they use their incomes (you can spot them by
thumbs because they can’t afford threadbare long johns and generic
a car or the bus rates, or because tissues and cough drops), these can be
they like the experience of walking “The Cold Generic Yean” ; that is.
and meeting people? The same goes unless you prefer to go through
.f o r college students that don’t have life with runny noses and no-name
fu rn itu re in their apartments or whose bread. In that case, the cold generic
phones are turned off; is this thrifti- yean are truly the best yean of your
or their lifestyle? And what lives.
.
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Februaiy 2 4 , Tuesday 9 :0 0 P.M .
M ulti-Purpose Room

6 8 3 7 Lake M ic h ig a n D »
A llen dale m i 49401

Records & Tapes
•Amps & PA

Campus Center

•Drums

Admission
$ 1 .0 0 At Door

•Lessons
o

•

Repair

sponsored by Student Activities,
Housing & Student Senate Programming

•Guitars
PHONE <616)895 7920

a

SHARE A RIDE FOR SPRING BREAK
NEED A RIDE?

ACCEPTING RIDERS?

LET PEOPLE KNOW
FOR $ 1 .0 0 YOU CAN PLACE TWENTY WORDS OR LESS IN THE LANTH0RN
PLACEMENTS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE LANTH0RN BY 2 /2 1
N A M E _________
YOUR MESSAGE

______________P H O N E _______________
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The Lakerettes Are Worth A Look
by

A G R A N D V A L L E Y D EFE N D E R plays rough peek-a-boo defense (photo by Bob Packard).

Cagers Destiny Yields To Fate
Commented Villemure, "I thought
the players responded tremendously
by Fred Garrett
well at Saginaw —despite things. . .”
The hoopsters from Allendale
In one of tnc biggest National
Athletic Intercollegiate Association played well in the first half, but still
weeks in (NA1A) District 23 competi were looking at a nine point deficit at
tion, Grand Valley’s hands were tied in the tip-off after intermission. They
controlling their own destiny. Having wasted no time in coming back, hitting
to submit to fates chosen course, four straight shots to cut the lead to
Villcmures’ crew still remains a strong one. They went on to enjoy their best
contender for a postseason spot in the shooting half of the season, canning
playoffs, but came closet to being 13 of 21 from the floor and 17-17
charity stripes.
Their post-offense
eliminated altogether.
With four starters flu stricken, the working to perfection, the Lakers
squad traveled to Sienna Heights and repeatedly found the open man and
lost by only nine, 89-81. Starters sunk many short jumpers.
Once again, Grand Valley came
Vince Vogg, Chris Chadwick, and Jim
Olsenavage all played, but had to be close to losing. The win appeared “in
rested periodically. Also ill was Ed the bag” with the Lakers up 73-70, 32
Moultrie, who could not make the ticks left on the clock —and their ball.
trip. Tim Moore played well in leading Turning to dribble an inbounds pass
the scoring (18 pts.) and a sickly up court, Tim Moore was called for a
Olsenavage connected for 16, but the charge as he passed off to a streaking
Olsenavage who rammed home the
I.akcr team was noticably below par.
“ I feel confident that we would basket. The crowd noise, though,
have won had everyone been healthy. blotted out the referee’s whistle and a
Its just one of those things that all technical foul was called for the dunk
teams have to deal with at one time or in addition to the charge call. Saginaw
sunk all three freethrows and also
another,” remarked Villcmurc.
Fate gave the Lakers more than
four sick starters to deal with though.
After the Wednesday night game, the
Christian F itness C enter
bus’ fan belt broke on the return
trip. The bus kept on pushing, but the
BO DY B U IL D IN G &
inside temperature dropped to 20
FITN ESS CLASSES
degrees and the team was forced to
seek a warm hotel in Lansing. The
first two sought were all booked up
and the Lakers finally found shelter
around one o ’clock in the morning.
Facing another crucial game
Saturday (at Saginaw), Grand Valley
weathered those obstacles well and
overcame a major hurdle in beating
Saginaw, 76-73.
j uw in t n r ~ nri— i— i— i---------

Only

$2.49
for a Sweetheart Bunch at:

Jenny’s
6821 Lake M ich. Or.
Allendale, M l
R M M IM M M IM n N M M W M

LAZY
Feb. 11 -1 4

RICK WEST
Feb. 16 & 17

IRISH EVERSOLE
Feb. 18 - 21

— InstructorRobert E. Neumann
( 6 1 6 )4 5 2 -1 2 0 1
3721 South Division
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508

MAY-LIN
Nurses & Technicians
Uniforms
Women Sizes 2 & Up
Men Sizes 34 & Up
Women's Shoes 4 ft & Up
19 NORTH 7TH
GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN
PHON E— 846-4330

controlled the ball with 23 seconds
remaining.
Saginaw player Jim Mcdonald, un
able to get the ball to Louis O’Neal,
drove hard to the basket. The drive
wasn't completed, though, as a whistle
sounded and McDonald was called for
elbowing defender Vince Vogg. He
erupted and a technical was quickly
called and senior Vogg calmly conver
ted both freethrows.
The win averted what Villemure
termed would have been the worst loss
of his career. Vogg led Grand Valley
with 15 pts. and Chris Chadwick
bagged 12.
Villemure also praised
Moultrie and Vogg for their outstand
ing defense at the closing moments of
the game.
#
“This was a crucial win over
Saginaw and our most important game
at this point. But we play Hillsdale
(Thursday)
and
Wayne
States
(Saturday) in games that will be just as
important."

Rosedale
Floral
Buy Your
Sweetheart A
Valentine
S tudent 10% Discount
On The Love Bunch
PHONE

453-0594

Fred Garrett

On a recent newsbroadcast, an
interview was done with the Dallas
Cowboy 'sChcerleader squad, who had
just completed a U.S.O. tour. The
girls, instead of boasting of the
glamour, and the enchanment
that the public perception has given
their job, expounded on the rigorous
workout routines, restrictive diet and
grueling road trips that their job
demands. You mean they work?
The girls, of course, mentioned
the fun they have and enjoy the
glamour and excitement too; but
they had already made their point,
their job is hard work!
Grand Valley’s pom pom squad
(newly named the Lakerettes)
though not pros, have also been
doing some grueling workouts
rountines and have received little
recongnition in the process.
Admitted Chris Siedlccki, the
advisor of the squad, "Sometimes
I don't know why the girls do it.
They work so hard in practice and
then at halftimer hey barely get
noticed.”
You can’t tell it by the squads
performance. Alway effervescent,
the girls carry out their halftime
show as if it were before a packed
Ford Fieldhousc vith all eyes on
them and their shaiing pom poms.
They put their whole hearts into the
rountine and their performances arc
very good.
"I'm so proud of them,” beamed
Miss Sedlccki, “ they do so well and
this is only their first year."
Hopefully it won’t be their last.
In addition to the lack of support
from hometown crowds, there is

<9f

12

1

W ashington

little support from anywhere else on
campus. It is a totally voluntary
effort on the part of the lakerettes
and their unpaid advisors. The girls
do not receive varsity letters as cheer
leaders do, nor credit hours as the
band members do.
Then why do it? Why do these
young college students sacrifice three
afternoons a week practicing tedious
steps for a lethargic halftime crowd?
In a visit to one of the squad’s
recent practices, an interview was
conducted with the young ladies to
find the answer to this question.
Noticably impressive were the high
spirits in which the girls practiced
and the persistance they showed in
learning a new rountine.
“ Before the game we aren’t really
nervous, but we do wonder about
how many people are going to be
there and whose going to watch us,”
commented Mclva Curtis. Added
Tammy Wright, “It means more
when we have a bigger crowd-crowd
encouragement really helps."
The Lakerettes acknowledge that
this is, after all, only their first year
and they have to build a reputation.
“They really don’t know us yet", •
noted Deb Vos, “wc have to establish
ourselves first."
Explained Debbie Shell, "We
really do enjoy it. I think it helps
school spirit and it feels good to
contribute something to the college.”
Many of the members also sec a

Come in and see
our beautiful
selection of plants!
A lasting gift for

Valentine's Day
Grandville Floral

42 69 Chicago Dr.
Grandville, M l

i i : w : u : i ( . y . ' j ; i | Wll) i T h is E n t i r e A d O n e
Ifuiwieio- a miie 363-8412*1/ IckcL $2.00 M - T H U n t i l 2 / 1 2 1
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bright future for the squad, feeling
that the competition will increase
greatly as more girls try out for the
squad.
They expressed their
gratitude towards their advisors Chris
Siedlccki and Debbie Grummet for
giving credit to the squads very
existence after it almost broke up
in September.
“The advisors made the difference
this year; they really stood behind
us,’’ said Mclva Curtis.
One still gets the nagging feeling
that the girls are really in it for the
glamour, that they fantasize them
selves as being the Dallas Cowgirls.
C’mon girls, admit it, even the
colors are similar. “ No!" responded
Willena Brown, "We’re better!"
Since their purpose is to provide
entertainment at the half, why not
delay on buying that stale hotdog or
expensive popcorn and check out the
pom pom squad? Judge them for
yourselves... you might even enjoy
it.
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H osts Capture Second In
Grand Valley Invitational
by Roy Tinsley
The Grand Valley Invitatitional
Wrestling Tournament ended this past
Saturday with the Laker wrestlers
finishing second behind Central
Michigan University. Grand Valley
totaled up 64* points by putting three
matmen into the finals.
Brian Smith was the first to make it
into the 134 lb. championship bracket
by beating first Brewer of South
western Michigan with a score of 14-2.
He then went on to wrestle Grosby of
Muskegon Community College pinning
him in 5.-57. Smith then wrestled
Ducan of Western Michigan for the
Championship but lost a 1-0 decision
in overtime.
The next Laker in the finals was
142 pound Dorr Granger. Granger
won all four of his matches and went
home the champion of the 142 lb.
weight class.
Bill Rugenstein pinned two of four

opponents on his way to the heavy
weight title.
Reugenstein also won two matches
by decision, one of which was against
a 6 ’9” heavyweight from Saginaw
Valley named Ruterbusch.
Both men were team-mates on their
highschool squad in Bay City.
Reugenstein pinned Reuterbusch in a
previous tournament.
Reugenstein
then lost a close decision after rr eeting
again with Reuterbusch by a score
of 8-7.
He came back Saturday,
as both men met in the championship
bracket and beat Reuterbusch 8-3.
More fine performances turned in
by the Lakers included Mike Heath,
a 158 pound sophomore who took
third place after pinning Saginaw
Valley’s Kent Briggs and Tony Diola
wrestled off in the consolation bracket
for third and fourth place, with
Briggs coming out on top, beating
Diola by default.
Finally Dan
Strickler lost in the consolation finals

to Bomke of Muskegon Community
College after 50 seconds in overtime.
Central Michigan totaled up 101V4
points securing a strong lead over
Grand Valley’s 64*. Lake Superior
State was third with 6114 points fol
lowed by Western Michigan and
Southwestern Michigan at 4 9 * and 26.
Ferris State finished fifth with 24
points just ahead of Saginaw Valley
with 22V4.
Grand Rapids Junior
College took eighth place with 19
points while Hope (1214) and Muske
gon Community College (814) rounded
out the day’s activities.
Head Coach Jim Scott said, “We’re
very happy with the way we finished
. . . we have to work on getting
Henderson and a few others back into
the line-up so we can finish the season
strong.”
Mike Cribbs (167 lbs.) of Lake
Superior State was most valuable
wrestler of the tournament, winning
two of his four victories by pins in
under 2 minutes.

Onside W ith The Lakers
by Sue Shaub
Sports Editor

Thomas Gone

For most people, February 12 will be nothing more than an average
Thursday. But for Don Thomas, it is his last day as an employee at
Grand Valley State.
Thomas, Grand Valley’s Sports Information Director, is one of the
twenty faculty members that received the axe due to budget cuts.
Known to his friends as D.T., he fulfilled the Public Relation duties for
Grand Valley athletics and the athletes themselves. Although the position
dealt more with the sports program, Thomas felt the athletes were more
important.
One of his numerous responsibilities included writing press releases for
the Lanthorn and local newspapers. He would also contact hometown
newspapers if a certain athlete was doing exceptionally well in his or her
sport.
The athletic programs that spectators receive at various contests were
but together by Don Thomas and his student assistants. Thomas was also
in charge of all of the statistics and athletic records.
Since the start of winter semester, Don Thomas and Dr. George
MacDonald have been working in a transition deal with three work study
students.
D.J. Brady, Kris Lyndon and Marc Endriss are the students who will
resume, under Dr. MacDonalds supervision, the most important duties
that Don Thomas did.
"There is no way that we will be able to duplicate all that Don did for
us. We are going to concentrate on the most essential facts,” said Dr.
George MacDonald.
The essential facts, according to MacDonald, are stats, news releases,
and hometown reports.
Dr. MacDonald himself acknowledged the additional responsibilities he
will have to take on
“|H nave to take on a greater role in calling people and try to develop
a better awareness and communication to the reporters. 1 know it won t
be easy," he said.
According to Thomas, they (Media Relations) have set up a hot line
that receives scores from twelve to fifteen radio stations on Monday
morning, which D.J. Brady will continue to work with. Kris Lynaon will
work with women's statistics on the computer and Marc Endriss has been
working with the men's sports. Thomas has been training his assistants all
year so they won't be unfamiliar with their new positions.
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Squash: A Gentlemens’ Game?
^

DowdeU

On most Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons, three faculty members
and two students play a game that was
invented in a prision. They play
squash.
Squash, which got its name from
the sound of a softball hitting a wall
and making a squishy sound, is a fastmoving game similar to racquetball.
Larry Nagel, a Kirkhoff College
student, said that “the ball can travel
80-90 mph and on a professional level
up to 180 mph.”
Nagel, CAS faculty members Dave
Bernstein, Lynn Mapes and Walter
Foote, and Kirkhoff faculty member
Dulee Fischer all play the game of
squash.
Mapes explained that the game “is
believed to have started in London’s

Lanthorn

Budget Cut Puts The Bite
On Athletic Department

L A R R Y N A G E L D IS P L A Y S A squash backhand shot. The fast pace action moves at such high speed it was
even difficult for this photographer to get a still shot (photo by Craig Utter).

prison and found its way to the higher
class.
Then it went to India and
Pakistan, where some of the best
players in the world are located.
Squash is similar to racquetball,
with the following exceptions: the
court is smaller, the racquet has a
longer handle, (similar to a badminton
racquet) and the ball is dead (has no
bounce). Most of the game is played
without officials an is self-regulatary.
“ It’s a game of quickness and
finesse,” said Bernstein. “ You aren’t
trying to smash the ball, just take
smooth short swings; no accidentally
hitting your opponent with your
racquet. Safety first, That’s why it s
called a gentleman’s game,” he said.
In the United States squash is
played on the east coast, And in
Canada it has just about replaced rac
quetball.

Women’s Basketball Team Suffers
Conference Loss to Saginaw Valley
by Sue Shaub

Though many women play over
seas, as yet not many women play
squash here. But squash is coming
into its own as a racquet sport.
The sport is played strategically,
and not just by smashing the ball
against the wall hoping your opponent
can’t return it. Volleys can last a long
time.
The men who now play would like
to extend an invitation to those who
would like to learn. It takes good
hand and eye coordination to partici
pate. They would be glad to show
anyone the fundamentals of squash.
Five games make up a match,
and can be played in 30 minutes.
Played on a professional and on an
amateur level, squash is comparable
to other racquet sports.
But as Fischer said, "Squash is
to racquet ball as chess is to checkers.”

Laker Of
The Week
Bill Rugenstein

Coming off a blazing 79-76 win
over Central Michigan, the women’s
basketball team was temporarily
cooled off this past weekend as
Saginaw Valley doused their fire
78-49, dropping their conference mark
to 8-3.
The women, according to Coach
Baker, shot a cold percentage while
Saginaw Valley played their best game
of the season.
The Lakers couldn’t hold off 6-1
center Diane Dackus, who pumped in
10 buckets and shot seven of ten from
the charity strip for 27 points.
The Cardinals had three other
players in double figures while Grand
Valley had only one: Mary Lenhard,
who connected for 12 points.
"We just didn’t move against them
after the big win over Central,” said
Baker.
The Saginaw Valley loss was crucial
because it was conference game. But
the Lakers still face some tough con
ference foes like Oakland and Wayne
S ate.
"We definitely have to win the rest
of our league games to stay in the con
ference race," Baker said.
Grand Valley must hope that
Wayne State (tanked fust in the sa te
and has only one league loss) drops a
game to another GLIAC (Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Conference) opponent
before they take a shot at them.
The women travel to Wayne S ate
this weekend for what will prove to
be their biggest game of the season.
Next Thursday the women take on
Oakland University at Ford Fieldhouse at 5:30 pjn. The game will
precede the men's.
The game against C-ntrJ Michigan
was a thriller—a knock-down, drag-out
fight that went down to the wire.
It started out as if Central would
make an easy contest of Grand Valley,
as they pulled out to an early ten
point lead and held that margin into
die beginning of the second half. The
Lakers would dose the gap to eight or
six points only to have the Oiippewas
o f Mt. Pleasant can a few quick
buckes to put the lend back to around

(photo

Courtesy

Media

Relations).

MARTHA SCHMITT GOES all out for a Laker rebound (photo by
Bob Packard).
Chris Wolter who lead the team
has suffered coaching and team con
flicts all season. A Ten Leach assist with 18 points was the next Laker to
to Chris Wolter closed the gap to six score as a tum around hook shot put
(52-46), forcing Central to call a time the women up by two.
Central later tied it up and with 15
out.
The two teams then traded buckets seconds left in the game, Teri Leach
before
consecutive bombers by clinched the Laker victory with a drive
Wolten and Leach tied the game at up the middle and a two point lead,
54 all at the 12:20 mark. The two 78-76.
The Chippewas called a time out,
teams again traded offensive baskets
before Deb Mast found Chris Wolter but couldn’t put it to use as Kari
under the basket alone, which quickly Allen was fouled with no time left on
turned into a 60-58 Grand Valley the clock. Allen hit one of the two
free thiows for a 79-76 Grand Valley
lead, their first of the game.
The offensive battle continued. win.
“The girls dug down deep some
With 3:51 remaining on the dock,
Kari Allen was fouled. She converted where and wanted this game," said a
on both ends of the free throw. Allen pleased Pat Baker.
Several Lakers gave it all they had,
who had 14 points (7 for 11 from the
line) and 14 rebounds played her as Mazy Lenhard was hitting 20
footers from all over the floor; she had
strongest game of the season.
“Kari made five dumb free throws 16 points for the game. Teri Leach
With 15:30 left in the game, the down the stretch and played in ex ended the game with 12 and Deb Mast
. - •
M
» » __! J n . l . »
had 9 points.

Junior Bill Rugenstein was cho
sen Laker Of The Week for his tre
mendous performance at the Grand
Valley Invitational. Rugenstein, at
6-1 and 216 pounds, bestfour men
Saturday to capture the heavy
weight championship. In the cham
pionship match, Rugenstein defea
ted Chris Ruderbush, (6-9, 295
pounds), a former high school
teammate by a score of 8-3. At
this
time, Rugenstein’* overall
mark is 21 wins against just J
losses.
Editors note. We will be running
the ‘Laker O f The Week ’ feature
every issue. It is not restricted to
Varsity athletes only. I f anyone
bos a specific athlete be it
interested in featuring, please con
tact the Lanthorn office at
ext. iiO .
.
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The Lanthorn's Valentines D a y
Love Lines
M y bounty is as boundless as the sea,

My loie is as deep; the more I pjve to thee.
The more I hate, for both are infinite.
—Shakespeare
Cindy, Linda, Chris, Amy, Pat,
Carla, Theresa, Dan, Greg, Glen,
Sue, Fritz, Donna, Larry, Carrie,
Tim, Tom. Jeff, John, Darlene,
Bob, Jody, Dan, Steve. Maggie,
Dave, Paul, Mike, . . . It doesn t
have to be Valentines Day to say I
Love You All. See you March
13th.
Love Ya Much,
John
Message - For K,
Although the “Wheels o f life"
will turn. . . I will love you
"Always and Forever."
Love Babes

Happy Valentine to Lisa
and Charlie plus + 2/9. You
done real good.

Lar,

Thanx so much for the
J.T. concert this summer!
I loved it!! Happy Valentines
Day! n o n . . .
Love,
Me!
Here’s to ax murders and
Fountain Motels Wouldn't want to
live the days over again. But if I
had to, I wouldn’t change a thing.

Jill,
At last I am complete.
Happy Valentines Day
Thanks
Dan
To “ Boyd” and friends,
Happy Valentines Day!!
Love ya much,
Me!

Your Roomie
Ron,
Thanks for making me laugh
when I ’m down. Happy Valentines
Day.
Love Ronda

Headliners and Politicians:
Dave, Dan, Paul, Rich, Fred,
Bob, Rob, Dave, Scott, Brad,
Dean, Tom, Tom, John, Phil,
Doug, Terry, Bob, Gregg,
Steve — Happy Valentines Day
from Darlene.
To All Baseball PlayersCall us when you're through
training.
The GIRLS

Spike,
Happy Valentine’s Day to a
pretty kitty. We love you.
Mr. and Miss Thee at
Hi -Mike,
I knew you would like your
name in the paper! Suprise Happy
Valentines Day.

From those of us; (Kathy,
Norma & Michael S.) to you,
to show our undying devotion
in hopes of having lives with
fertility figures.
To J. Gray Sweeny
Tom,
Where ever your keys are, there
is a pair o f contacts laying next to
them.
T.

Brenda W.,
I’m glad that your crazy too
so we don’t have to explain
ourselves to the world. Happy
VD.
Guess

P.S. Would you let Boyd out
for me?
Ellen Norton,
I wish you a belayed Happy
Anniversary.

Flipper,
Thank you for the special friend
ship we share . . .
Happy
Valentines Day! I Love Ya!

John,
You want to go cow-pushing?
Sue
Bud,
Tbank-you for your patience,
kindness and Love. Without you,
life would be meaningless.
Happy Valentines Day Sweetheart,
Mutley

Dearest Poindexter,
Roses are red, violets are
blue we love your pointy
glasses and your bicycle too.

Thank you roomies, friends,
and the “Nightlights” for the
special time on my birthday.
Love you!
LGC

To L.J. “Tough",
Happy
Valentine’s Day
from your friend in need of
you.

Valentines Ken and JR: true
friends, often unlike boyfriends,
hurt less y e t give more.

Chris,
Thanks fo r all the wonderful
evenings together.
Looking
forward to tomorrow night. Happy
Valentines Day.

Love Weeble

Love, Ronda

Love from the Puna’s

To Darlene,
From your good friends in
11 Ravines— we’ll wait forever
for one of your superlative
Dinners!
Happy Valentines
Day!

To Willena,
If we didn’t have your smile,
it would be just another world.
Happy Valentines Day
The “ DA”

To my Husband, Steven Rivers,
tie Valentine l Love Now and
Forever. You make my life special.

Michael,
l Love You even though y o u ’re
obnoxious in an amusing sort o f
way. Happy Valentines Day!
Me

Love, Jane
Happy Valentines Day Honey!

Come see us

Happy Valentines Day to
S.M.M. You are a real “car
bon copy of Shirley.

Apt. 89

Love always,
Conrad

C.N.

Babydoll,
I ’ll love you forever and ever and
ever . .

Lou,
Happy Valentines Day! I Love
You.
Kris

To - Nancy, Theresa, Dawn,
Kim, Evie, Dana, H1G, Care,
Matt, Mike, John, Paul, Bare,
Con, Diddly.
Also, Dave,
‘C.B.’ Happy V.D.!
Love,
Mickey T.

Tami
D-Whatever
happens,
will
happen ■all I know is that you've
touched my heart, my soul, my
life - I thank you. I didn't think it
was possible-Sweet T.

John,
We Wanat.
soon.

Love, Your little Lamb-Chop.

To Becks, the best room
mate in the world, Happy
Valentines Day!

Happy Valentine’s Day to
my love, Wako K. Thomas.

Rocket Man,
I ’ll love you till the Jet's flame
burns out. Happy Valentines Day.

*

Love Always
Cheryl

Jerry

Happy Valentines Day to
one of the preppiest girls on
campus - Bunny.

Luv Me

To Chris,
Thanks for propelling my transportational assisting machine when
it fell short o f the minimum re
quirements o f Petroleum.

Linda
Love Dan

Happy Valentines Day my
darling Chris Bowen! I love you!
You're TNT-DY-NO-MITE!
Your loving L.A■Woman

Here’s to Uncle Ezra, Back
gammon, and Bars o f Soap . . that
is in their proper place. But who s
to say what's proper?

L.B. • You are my life. I can’t
live without you. I ’ll love you
forever. Happy Valentines Day.
Love Always,
JR .

Peanut, Deno & Mel,
“ Good night, sleep tight
and may all your dreams come
true. . .!”
Love ya!
Me
J.S.
l Love You!
M.P.
Tom,
When are you coming this way
again?
The GIRLS

Hey, Monkey won’t you
come down from your tree
today and MONKEY around
with me?
Love Chiquita

Love Weed
Miss S. Tbecat

Donna

Theresa, Dawn & Nancy,
Cheers!
Here’s to great
friends and good times.
Happy Valentines Day!

Bunny,
I am yours and you are mine!
I ’ll always “Keepon Loving You!"
I Love You!
Yours forever, Kimberly

Love Shelly
Pam W.
Valentine's Day comes once a
year but love is evergoing.

MWhat can I say? Only 6^
months and we will be rid of
this forever.
-Dave

To Michelle,
“Puh.”
Love,
Mike

Happy Valentine's Dny Pudgy
Reeny. I Love You.
•

Love ya - Rich
Dm*.
You fill m y Ufa with sunshine
end love end moke looking for
rainbows fun.

Popeye,
You’re getting weak, you
better eat your spinach!

Jonny,
No poem or phrase. I iust
wanted to say that I love you
sweetie. Happy Valentines Day!

Love you always.
fytaggia

Love,
P-nut

Love.
Maine

Dear Kevin, Bill, Mike, Matt, Paul,
Barry, John, Mike & Jeff. Happy
Valentines Day!
Love Your Sweethearts.
D.M. T & N

Donna,
Thanks for the great job o f
managing the office. Will I
ever meet the mysterious
Jason? Happy V-Day.
The Manager of B.S.

Waaugb!

Dinah, Sindy & Chic,
Thanks for being
roomies.

Dan.
great

Happy Valentines Day!
Chet

To die ONF who makes Ufa
SPECIAL Happy Valentines Day!
With Love.
Jill
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